English Translations of *Utopia*:

**Early English Translations**

**Manuscripts**


U266. London, British Library, Hargrave MS 89, folio 3r–3v [Beal I/2: 348. Extracts from *Utopia* in a 16th century MS volume of law readings owned by Edward Shorland/Shurlande. An Edward Shorland, of Suff. is listed in *The records of the honorable society of Lincoln's Inn* (Vol 1, 1896, p.74) for 1566.]

**English Translations Audio Recordings**


**Early Modern English Translations (1551–1800)**


U272. Robinson, Ralph, trans. *A fruitfull pleasant, & wittie worke, of the best state of a publique weale, and of the new yle, called Utopia: written in Latine, by the right worthie and famous Syr Thomas More knyght, and translated into Englyshe by Ralphe Robynson, sometime fellowe of Corpus Christi College in Oxford, and nowe by him at this seconde edition newlie perused and corrected, and also with divers notes in the margent*


